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Friday Assembly Opens WUS Drive
College Dedicates New Buildings
At Back-To-Bates Convocation
President Of Antioch Addresses
Dedicatory Assembly In Chapel
Pettigrew Hall and the new
women's dormitory will be formally dedicated at a Dedicatory
Convocation at 10 a. m. October
26 in the Chapel, a feature of
Back-to-Bates Weekend.
Also on the program will be
the awarding of honorary degrees to several outstanding individuals and an address by
Samuel B. Gould, '30, president
of Antioch College,
Yellow
Springs, Ohio.
Participate In Service
A representative of each of
the components of the Bates
College constituency will participate in the service of dedication.
Representing the trustees will
be Dr. William B. Skelton, '92,
chairman of the board of the
Central Maine Power Company
and a Lewiston attorney; the
faculty, Dr. William H. Sawyer,
Jr., '13, professor of biology; the
alumni, David A. Nichols, '42,
professor of the Bates Alumni
Association
and a Camden
lawyer.
Represent Bales Constituency
The students, Karen E. Dill,
'58, Student Government president; the parents, the Rev. Richard A. Frye, '27, pastor of the
Church of Christ, Greensboro,
Vt.; and the public, the Honorable Edmund S. Muskie, '36, governor of the State of Maine.
Coram Library, Hedge Laboratory, Smith Hall, and Men's
Memorial Commons were dedicated in a similar ceremony in
November 1950.
Appraises Grants
The principal speaker, President Samuel B. Gould of Antioch, received his M.A. degree
from New York University in
1936. He has also studied at Oxford, Cambridge, and Harvard
universities.
Prior to becoming Antioch's
president in 1954, he was senior
associate in the New York
management firm of Cresap,
McCormick and Paget, where he
was engaged in an appraisal of
grants made by the Fund for
Adult Education.
President Gould spent six

Riders
CA has suggested that
students with cart who
would be willing to give people on their way to church
a ride drive by Rand Hall at
approximately 10:15 a. m.
Sundays.

years on the faculty of Boston
University, the last three as assistant to President Harold C.
Case and as director of university development.
He has also taught in West
Hartford, Conn., and has served
as head of the Brookline, Mass.,
public schools speech arts department.
Serves As Naval Officer
President Gould served as an
officer in the Navy during World
War II, concluding his period of
service as aide and flag secretary to Admiral Arthur W. Radford, and received several citations for service. He is a lieutenant commander in the United
States Naval Reserve.
He has received recognition as
an educator and has consistently
stressed the importance of adult
education and of the responsibility of the college for the general life enrichment of those who
live nearby.
Respects Teachers
He has a deep respect for
teachers and looks for the spiritual core of knowledge in the in-

Co-Chairmen Emphasize Japan
As Recipient For Current Drive
This year co-chairmen Catherine Jarvis and George Pickering
arc placing a new emphasis on
Japan. The need all over the Far
East is great.
Students are handicapped by
poverty, widespread tuberculosis
and other diseases. In Japan no
less than one among every 25 to
35 students i s suffering from
TB.
University Accepts Few
Out of about 250,000 students
wishing to enter universities
(Continued on page five)

Friday morning's chapel, with
Ambrose Short, regional secretary, speaking, will inaugurate
the 1957 World University Service drive. From 'October 18 to
November 8, Christian Association dormitory representatives
will be contacting each student
on campus to explain WUS and
its aims.
WUS is the only drive on
campus authorized by the Administration to collect money. It
is an international voluntary
agency which operates a program of material assistance and
international education to aid
students all over the world.
Money collected is distributed
both for rehabilitation and relief.

A tlan tic A wards
Creative Writing
Talent At Bates

Help Students Help Themselves
It is international, interdenominational, inter-racial, and
I strictly non-political. Students
Gould
all over the world believe that
in a common effort on their part
terpendence of men rather than to help students help themin orthodoxy and denomination- selves, they will also be buildalism.
ing bridges of understanding.
President Gould is a member
Last year the $1,203.70 colof several educators' committees, lected was just short of the set
including the Committee of goal. The money was divided in
Academic Freedom and Tenure three parts, with one-third going
of the Association of American to Athens College, Greece, for
Colleges.
scholarships; one-third to Jamia
May Obtain Tickets
Millia, India; and one-third to
Classes will be dismissed at the general fund maintained for
(Continued on page three)
emergency relief.

Senator Smith Asserts Views
At Initial Conference Tomorrow
Sen. Margaret Chase Smith,*
(R-Me.), the first of four well-[
known personalities participating
in the 1957 Bates College Fall
Conference, will speak at 8 p. m.
tomorrow in the Chapel.
The Conference, sixth in a
series, is an attempt to bring interesting speakers and entertainers to the Bates Campus. Sponsoring the four programs are
Bates College and several Lewiston-Auburn organizations.
Has Varied Career
Tomorrow's speaker is especially well-known to Maine residents. A native of Skowhegan,
Senator Smith began her eventful career as a teacher, but soon
left education for the business
world, serving successively as a
telephone, newspaper, and woolSen. Margaret Chase Smith
en company executive.
For more than five years she House of Representatives in
was a nationally syndicated col- Washington.
umnist.
Senator Smith served in the
Emerges In Politics
House until 1949 when she was
Senator Smith began her po- elected to the Senate, thus belitical career as a member of coming the first woman to serve
the Maine State Republican in Doth houses of Congress. In
Committee. Following this in her re-eiection to the Senate in
1940 she was elected to the 1954, she was the top vote-getter

♦of all candidates for all offices
in Maine.
Serves On Committees
During her political career
in Washington, Maine's Lady
Senator has served on 11 Senate
and House committees, and has
drawn presidential commendation for her work on the Naval
Affairs Committee.
In the past 14 years, Senator
Smith has received honorary degrees from 26 colleges and universities.
Wins Recognition
Her outstanding political work
has been recognized by many organizations. She has been voted
Woman of the Year in Politics
by the Associated Press four
times. In 1955 the Gallup Poll
rated her as the Fourth Most
Admired Woman in the World.
Senator Smith has made numerous trips throughout the
world, and is considered one
of America's most effective ambassadors of good will. For several years she ha? been mentioned as a possible candidate
for the Vice Presidency of the
United States.

"David Hume: The Gentle
Skeptic," by Eugene Peters '57,
has been awarded fourth place
in the essay division of the 19561957 Atlantic writing contest
for college students. Two other
Bates students received recognition for their entries.
Richard Dole '58, was also
among the top 20 essayists. His
"Economic Ethics" was awarded
an honorable mention. Madeline
Travers'
"Ishmael
Discovers
Queequek" was rated as a
"Merit" essay and given special
comment.
Participate In Composition Course
All three students were taking the advanced composition
course under Prof. Robert G.
Berkelman when the essays were
written.
The contest has three major
divisions: essays, short story,
and poetry. Competition is open
only to students enrolled in recognized college composition
courses. In the essay division
alone, there were 206 entries
submitted by students in 85 colleges.
States Award Ratings
The essays, stories, and poems
winning prizes are chosen by the
contest judges from the top 20
papers in each division. Honorable Mention is awarded to the
papers in the top 20 groups following the first five or six most
successful entries.
The papers next in rank to the
top 20 papers were marked
"Merit." There were 20 essays in
this classification.
Judges Comment On Essays
Commenting on the prize-winning essays, the judges felt that
(Continued on page eight)

Mirror Photos
The Mirror editors announce that proofs of senior
portraits will be received individually in the mail within the next ten days. Orders
will be taken by the photographers later this fall.
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Harrington Stresses Need Chairman Lists Editorial Board Prepares
Dates For Winter Issue Of "Garnet"
For Strengthening Of U.N. Final
Four Concerts
By Howie Kunreuther
"We are caught between two
worlds — the dead world of the
national sovereign states of yesterday and the united world
community of tomorrow which is
powerless to be born," asserted
the Rev. Donald Harrington in
a dynamic chapel speech Friday
morning.
The great question of today is
whether we can form this world
community soon enough to avert
the disasters which atomic weapons will produce, declared the
president of the United World
Federalists.
Must Face Facts
Before discussing solutions to
the problem, the speaker noted
some of the facts which we must
face in ord^r to be realistic about
the situation. If another world
war occurs it will be the last one,
since practically all of us will be
wiped out by it. With space conquered, there is no nation which
is safe in the world.
Unfortunately complacency on
the part of the people is hindering any solutions to this grave
problem. One eminent doctor
pointed out that this self-satisfaction is completely pathological. We don't see what can be
done so we fear the problem and
turn away from it.
Should Strengthen U.N.
"There are things to be done,"
declared Mr. Harrington. "Our
only hope lies in the United Nations." Through this organization we could control the weapons of the world by an international security system. We
could then achieve "an organized common peace" which President Wilson was striving for after World War I.
We must find the way to give
the U.N. actual security power
to safeguard the world. By giving the organization authority to
formulate some world law and

Tonight
CA Vespers, 9:15-9:45
Chapel
Tomorrow
Fall Conference, Senator Margaret Chase Smith, 8 p.m.,
Chapel
Saturday
Bates-Middlebury Game, away
Freshman Work Projects
12:45 p. m., Filene Room,
Pettigrew Hall
1-5 p. m., Lewiston-Auburn
Area Projects
WAA High School Play Day
Chase Hall Dance, 8-11:45 p.m.
Tuesday
Christian Science Lecture, 45:30 p. m., Pettigrew Hall

Chapel Schedule

Freshmen Participate Saturday
In Annual Frosh Work Projects
will
and
the
the

Under the auspices of the College-Community Service Organization, the freshmen will go out
into the community to render
help to a total of 25 needy families and individuals.
Search For Projects
The search for these projects
began immediately after the success of last year's projects had
been confirmed. Upperclassmen
interviewed
Lewiston - Auburn
welfare organizations, churches,
and police departments looking
for projects.
They went also to stores and
clubs asking for materials and
tools essential to the Freshman
Work Projects.

Analyse Suggestions
Throughout the summer letters
were sent to members of the
College-Community Service Organization discussing the pros
and cons of each project. The organizations were again contacted
to determine the desirability of
each.
Finally in September, 25 projects were presented to the College-Community Service Organi2-4 p. m. zation as favorable in every way.
2-5 p.m. This screening process has re7:30-9:30 p.m. sulted in what is thought to be

Friday
Ambrose Short, Regional Secretary, World University
Service
Monday
William Huckabee '58
Wednesday
The Rev. Carl McAllister

Music Room

The editorial board of the
Garnet has announced that the
winter issue of the magazine will
be published the week before
Christmas vacation. The absolute
deadline for submitting manuscripts is November 20.
The board has also released
plans for the coming year. As in
years past, essays, short stories,
and poems may be submitted for
consideration.

Seek Art Work
In addition, the editors are
looking for original line drawings, sketches, or cover designs
to be used in the magazine. The
deadline for these is November 15.
The editors are particularly interested in contributions from
non-English majors. It is hoped
that articles from other fields
will add interesting diversity to
the Garnet.

be given to any member of the
editorial board.
Three new members have been
named to the board. They are
William Christian, Sandra Johnson, and Barbara Jones. Continuing on the board are Kenneth
Harris, editor, Susan Rayner,
and Clark Whelton.

Create New Position
A new position, that of associate editor for art, will be filled
by John Lovejoy.
Any or all of the editors will
be willing to discuss any material with the writers or artists
prior to consideration by the entire group.
The second Garnet will be
published sometime in the
spring.

Phillips Announces
Bates Still In Black

For the 12th consecutive year
Name Board Members
Bates has operated without a
Manuscripts, preferably typed
deficit, President Charles F. Philand unsigned, or drawings may
lips announced yesterday.
A balanced budget has been
maintained despite advances in
faculty salaries and an increase
in scholarship aid to students
from $59,000 to nearly $64,000.

Debate Teams Participate
In Forthcoming Tourneys

Saturday the Class of '61
put aside textbooks, pencils
slide rules and will desert
campus to participate in
p.m., Freshman Work Projects.

Calendar

Tomorrow
Sunday
Monday

to create a police force to see
Mrs. Norman West, publicity
that it is carried out, we may be
chairman for the Lewiston-Auable to preserve peace.
burn Community Concert AssoRequires Structural Changes
ciation, has announced the dates
Of course, a revision of the for this year's concerts.
U.N. structure would be reThe Totenberg Ensemble, a
qU-redrnoted" the"speaker, innine-member instrumental group,
cluding the abolishment of the will appear Saturday, November
absolute veto power and a 16.
strengthening of the World
Features Carolers
Court.
The December 5 concert will
Our immediate goal is to realize the pressing problem which feature the Carolers, including
exists, work for a solution in the Jane Wilson, formerly with Fred
United Nations, in this way get- Waring, her brother, Jonathan
ting other nations behind our Wilson, and Eric Carlson.
Natalie Hinderas will present
plan. These are the objectives of
a piano recital Wednesday, Janthe United World Federalists.
uary 22.
Must Be Aware Of U.N.
"We feel that there must be Singer Concludes Series
The series will conclude with
a real care about the United Nations," he affirmed. By flying the a concert by the mezzo-soprano,
U.N. flag in our churches, syna- Mary McMurray, Wednesday,
gogues and schools we will be- March 5.
come more aware of its duties
All four concerts will be held
and accomplishments. "We have in the auditorium of Lewiston
to realize that the U.N. belongs High School. They are open only
to us. Without it there is no fu- to holders of season tickets.
ture for you or me."
Mr. Harrington compared a
play which he had seen
to the present situation. After
the 40-day flood God promised
Noah by a rainbow that He
would never destroy the world.
The Bates varsity debating
At the end of the play Noah announced to the audience that un- squad is now fully organized,
less man takes some preventive and teams have been selected to
steps he will destroy the world participate in forthcoming debates at Brunswick and at Confor himself.
cord, N. H.
Can Meet Challenge
Name Varsity Squad Members
This year's varsity squad inEnding on a positive note the
speaker declared that he felt the cludes: Richard Dole, Everett
human race could meet the chal- Ladd, King Cheek, Julian Freedlenge before it by capturing man, Bruce Perry, Paul St. Hisome love for each other and us- laire, Joanne Trogler, David
ing it to create a world organiza- Danielson, Willard Martin, Roger
Allen.
tion.

a slate of projects which will reward the Class of '61 in many
ways.

Notes Increased Expenditures
Also Mary-Ellen Crook, David
Total expenditures for the
Easton, Stephen Hotchkiss, Mar- 1956-57 year were $1,360,528, an
garet Lampson, John Lawton, increase of $127,798 over the preMalcolm MacBain, Robert Solo- vious year.
mon, and John Steadman.
President Phillips noted, "By
Participate In Exhibition
operating with a balanced budget
On October 26, a team will we are able to use gilts from
journey to Concord, N. H, where friends of the college for an exthe New Hampshire division of panded and improved program
rather than to liquidate operat(Continued on page eight)
ing deficits "

Council Encourages
Criticisms; Considers
Frosh Rule Changes
At the October 9 meeting of
the Student Council, three members of the freshman class, BUI
Smith, Lou Riverzo, and Bradley
Butler, presented to the Council
a list of 11 criticisms or suggestions for revising Freshman
Rules.
The Council went over with
these with the men, and several
very helpful ideas were noted.
These will be considered when
next year's rules are drawn up.
Appreciates Action
The Council appreciates this
type of action — not merely
complaining to others in regard
to a policy or decision but coming to the Council's meetings
and expressing views.
In this way Stu-C can better
carry out its functions as a rep-

Upperclassmen Participate
After a meeting at 12:45 p.m.
Saturday in the Filene Room of
Pettigrew Hall, mixed groups
will travel in student-contributed
cars to their respective projects
for an afternoon of work and
fun. The freshmen will be led
by upperclass leaders to work
areas in the city and in the surrounding country-side.
The Freshman Work Projects
have been developed by upperclassmen, most of whom received
their inspiration from last year's
performance. Whether or not this
year's projects bring satisfaction
to the class of '61, to Bates, and
to the needy families will depend
on the attendance of all those
who signed up in Chapel, Sep- Thurs., Fri., Sat.—
tember 27.

STRAND

resentative group for the student body.
Discuss Mayoralty Rules
The Mayoralty campaign managers met with the Council to
discuss possible changes in Mayoralty Rules for 1958. A list of
ten such changes proposed last
spring were reviewed.
At its next meeting the Council will attempt to come to final
agreement in order that the rules
may be published shortly.

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE
Tel. 4-7326
Call and Delivery
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INCORPORATED

EMPIRE
NOW PLAYING

JAMES CAGNEY -^
DOROTHY MAL0NEM
JANE GREEK M

"Outlaw's Son"

Ritz Theatre

Dane Clark
Ben Cooper

Wed. - Thurs.: "WAGES OF
FEAR" (French picture, English
titles); "HOT SUMMER NIGHT,"
Jack Hawkins
Leslie Nielson, Colleen Miller
John Stratton
Fri. - Sat.: "WAYWARD BUS."
Jayne Mansfield; "THE OKLA- Sun., Mon„ Tues., Wed.—
HOMIAN," Joel McCrae
EXTRA — WED. - SAT.
Edward Dinns
ROBINSON - BASILIO
FIGHT PICTURES
Carolyn Craig
Sun. - Tues.: Elvis Presley, Liz
Scott in "LOVING YOU": Marilyn Monroe, Lawrence Olivier
Peter Graves
in "THE PRINCE AND THE
Mala Powers
SHOWGIRL"

^^»"«

CLEANSERS * FUfcajfiRS
College Agent, Barbara Farnum

MAN OF A

"The Third Key"

THOUSAND FACES•

■T

CINEMASCOPE
•BMMJOItE MMKAU ulUt iKU&^HXii 55 '

SUN . -

MON.

-

TUES.

"Portland Expose"

'Death In Small Doses'
CINEMASCOPE 20-'' Ctnlu'rfoa

T
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Jalbert Urges Increased Seniors Present EditorAnnounces Sev&ral
STUDENT Staff Changes
Student Activity In Politics Second Annual
7
"The whole trouble with the
college system is that students
don't have enough knowledge of
their own government before
they begin criticizing other governments," declared State Representative Louis Jalbert of
Lewiston, guest speaker in Citizenship Laboratory Thursday.
Jalbert, popularly known as
"Mr. Democrat," stated that
most of the people who censure
politicians are those who do not
understand their own system of
rule. The people must be familiar with their own men of office
and understand their aims before they can hope to criticize
others.
Outlines Program
The speaker outlined an eightpoint program for gaining more
knowledge of government. These
suggestions included
studying
the national Constitution, the

College Dedicates
(Continued from page one)
9:30 a. m. October 26 to permit
students and faculty members to
attend the Convocation. Members of the faculty and administration will participate in a full
academic procession.
Admission to the Chapel will
be by ticket only. A limited
number of tickets for students
will be available in the office of
the Assistant to the President,
John B. Annett, in Chase Hall
and will be given to the first students requesting them. Others
will be reserved for alumni and
townspeople.

Parents Event

Irene Frye, editor-in-chief of
the
STUDENT, announces sevApproximately 45 parents and
eral staff changes and additions.
guests of the senior women parChristopher Ives, former news
In addition the citizen should ticipated in the activities planned
register to vote at 21 years of
for Parents' Day last Saturday.
age, criticize constructively, and
state his opinions by voting.
After a lunch at Rand, the
group
saw the Worcester-Bates
Advises Party Membership
Jalbert, who has served six game from reserved seats on the
Last week the WAA Board enterms in the Maine legislature 50-yard line.
joyed a dessert meeting at the
and has attended four national
home of Miss Lena Walmsley.
conventions, advised the stu- Attend Coffee
Plans were discussed for a
dents not to remain independent
From the game they went to a high school play day which will
voters.
coffee at the Women's Union. be held this Saturday at Rand
"Join either party, Republican Those attending had an opportu- Field. Representatives
from
or Democrat, but know why you nity to chat with several faculty many small, neighboring schools
choose that party." He stated members and their wives.
will attend in order to learn
that "No matter where we turn
Reservations for dinner were new games which they may in
we will find politics. Understand made by the girls at MacNa- turn introduce to their respecthe aims and platform of your mara's Restaurant.
tive programs.
chosen party."
Reps Attend Meeting
Present Program
Hockey and archery seasons
Urges Political Action
are well under way and are beDuring
the
evening
at
Rand,
In response to questions coning enjoyed by the many particcerning the Democratic Party, Dr. Walter Lawrance showed
ipants. In case of rain, archery
slides
taken
on
his
sabbatical
Jalbert replied, "The Democratic
will be held in the Rand Gym.
leave.
The
Roommates
presented
Party stands to help the little
The dormitory representatives
a
medley
of
songs.
man and to be progressive."
have been invited to attend toWorking on the event were
He advised young people innight's meeting at the Women's
terested in politics to join cam- Anne Ridley, Mary Hudson, Union so that they might become
pus political groups, to attend Susan Rayner, Joanne Trogler, better acquainted with the workpolitical meetings, and to be- Barbara Stetson, Nancy Water- ings of the Board.
come acquainted with their own man, and Ruth Melzard.
district officials.
Arkansas, Jalbert declared that
Machine Politics Disappear
"no
clear-thinking
Democrat
Tickets for the Fall ConAccording to the Lewiston kow-tows to Governor Faubus'
ference Series may be oblegislator "Machine politics are actions or to Eisenhower's sendtained in the Office of the
gone. They are unpopular with ing in federal troops." In his
Assistant to the President in
the politicians themselves."
opinion "the whole business
Chase Hall during regular
He believes that the politi- should be settled in court."
office hours today and tocians should "inform the people
morrow and at the Chapel
In conclusion, Jalbert reemof their backgrounds," thus en- phasized the importance of
prior to tomorrow evening's
abling the public to choose the knowing
and
understanding
program. Season tickets are
men best suited for office.
one's own governmental system
S3.50. Tickets are not availConcerning the situation in before criticizing others.
able for individual programs.
state constitution, the county
charter, the city charter, and the
platforms of one's chosen party.

High School Athletes
Attend Fall Play Day
Sponsored By WAA

Tickets

editor, has been promoted to associate editor. A senior religion
and philosophy major from Gardiner, Ives attended St. Croix
High School in Woodland where
he contributed to his high school
publications. He is an active
member of Wesley Club.
Names News Editors
Dorothy Sibley and Michael
Powers, two juniors, have been
named news editors. From Melrose, Mass., Miss Sibley is a biology major. She is a member of
the Bobbettes Swim Club.
Powers, a government major
from Milford, Mass., is active in
Gould Political Affairs Club and
Political Union. Both he and
Miss Sibley have been reporters
on the STUDENT staff for two
years.

Newman Club will meet this
Sunday evening at 7 at the Marcotte Home in Lewiston. The featured guest will be Father Crozier who will speak on "The
Mass."
Prof. Sydney Jackman will
discuss "Modern Protestantism"
at the Wesley Club meeting Sunday. Members will meet at the
Hobby Shoppe at 7 p. m.
Plan Meetings
Judson Fellowship will hold its
regular meeting at the Baptist
Church parsonage Sunday evening.
The Christian Science Club
members will hold a testimony
meeting Sunday evening at 7:30
at the church. The program will
include readings from the Bible
and from "Science and Help."

A new idea in smoking...

refreshes your taste
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menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste
• most modern filter

Smoking was never like this before! Salem refreshes your taste just as a glorious
Spring morning refreshes you. To rich tobacco taste, Salem adds a surprise softness
that gives smoking new ease and comfort. Yes, through Salem's pure-white, modern
filter flows the freshest taste in cigarettes. Smoke refreshed . . . smoke Salem!

Take a Puff... It's Springtime
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Editorials
ludge Not . . .
Blazing headlines in recent weeks have emphasized the
dissension in the South regarding segregation and the President's action in Little Rock. Federal troops have been sent
into Arkansas to maintain order and to enforce the Supreme
Court desegregation ruling, as Governor Faubus was unwilling to do.
The vast majority of northerners look on this move as commendable, for segregation looms up as an evil which must be
eliminated at all costs. Furthermore it is the duty of the
Chief Executive of the United States to enforce rulings of the
highest court in the land, even though these rulings tear down
deep-rooted social customs.

Traditional Bates "Hello" Holds
Special Charm For Housemother
By Jan Russell

Remember the "card room" in
East Parker? It is now the abode
of Mrs. Lewis, the new housemother of the Parkers, East and
West. You would never recognize the room now, as it has
been cleaned, polished, papered
and painted.
Mrs. Lewis likes her new
home very much, and is especialTip Scales
ly thrilled with the "southern exThe scales tip strongly toward federal intervention, both posure." Old Sol pours in daily,
legally and pragmatically. It is a matter of enforcing the brightening the room.
United States Constitution. On the surface it has been effec- Takes Son's Suggestions
tive.
Tilton, New Hampshire was
Central High School doors are open to Negro students, as her birthplace, and after graduwell as to white, and the violence has subsided. Only time will ating from Wheelock College in
tell whether the anti-integration sentiment has been quelled Boston, Mrs. Lewis settled down
or whether it has simply gone underground.
to care for her home and husIt seems apparent that integration will be accomplished, band, and raise her family.
though it may require months and years. For every headlined
Her son liked his college
Mrs. Lewis enjoys new life as Parker's housemother
integration crisis, there are many schools where Negroes and housemother so much, that he
whites attend classes together peacefully. Clinton, Tenn., suggested that type of work for forever." Another factor that
This does not, of course, refer
stands as evidence that integration can be accomplished in his mother. So, Mrs. Lewis trav- pleases her very much is that she
to the color of her thumb, but
time even where there is strong opposition to it.
eled to Lafayette, Indiana, and is able to take advantage of the to her ability to grow plants. She
took the Housemother's Training cultural events, for example, the has many beautiful results of
Skeletons
course in the summer school at Bates College Lewiston-Auburn the collaboration between her
Unfortunately, most discussions of the crisis omit one im- Purdue University. She "house- Conference this month.
and Nature. Here again, she is
portant aspect: segregation is not confined to the South. It is mothered" at the University of
glad of the "southern exposure."
She
also
plans
to
audit
lecthe "skeleton in the closet" of many a northern community
Massachusetts before coming to tures and classes in philosophy
where its evils are enforced not by mob violence or state reg- Bates.
She is very happy in her job
and psychology, in which she at the Parkers, which, incidentalulations but by sheer social pressure.
has a deep interest She is not ly, she at first thought was one
Northerners tend to emphasize their tolerance and lack of Travels To Portland
doing any credit work, however, huge dorm, and has this to say
Mrs.
Lewis
is
a
neat,
attracprejudice. Yet how many times have you gone out of your way
to make someone of a different race really feel that he is tive woman, the type that you because she feels that her duties of her young charges, "They are
a very fine group of boys . . .
equal? Sat down to dinner with him? Invited him into your picture enveloped in a flowered as housemother come first.
pleasant, agreeable, and very
home? Would a Negro lawyer, physician, or clergyman find apron, making doughnuts, or Cheers Basketball Team
sitting mending clothes. She gets
you ready to call on his services?
There are 138 boys in the nice to me." The Parkers recipan opportunity to do this quite Parkers, but she is getting to rocate this feeling and the whole
The arguments of southern segregationalists are no more
often, as boys are notoriously know them gradually. They drop campus gives her a Bates hello.
irrational than those of persons who will not rent property to
poor clothes-menders, and, after in to watch her T.V. or to have
a Negro or who pass restrictive zoning laws.
all, what are housemothers for? something mended, or just to
But she enjoys helping "her chat. There is continual traffic
Need Housecleaning
boys" and also knits and sews outside her door, which she
It is time the North concentrated on housecleaning its own
grandchildren, usually leaves ajar for "social Words are letters jumbled up
closets. Not until the Negroes — and members of other mi- for her two
Penciled on a paper's back
norities — are accepted as equal members of northern com- whom, she says, "are my most reasons."
Among her other hobbies, such To take the vesture of a logic.
munities are northerners justified in criticizing their neigh- important hobby." Anyone wonbors south of the Mason-Dixon line where the problem is dering where she spends her day as reading and listening to good
Sentences then, are much of logic
much more deep-rooted and change of greater social and eco- off, need only know that they music, she is an avid basketball
Spread about from line to line
live
in
Portland.
fan.
She
plans
to
attend
all
the
nomic import than in the North.
basketball games she possibly Stopped by intermittent dots.
For us the job begins right here on the Bates campus. Awaits Cultural Events
Here applicants are not refused admission on the grounds of
Mrs. Lewis likes Bates very can, so the Bates team is assured What's a dot was never known.
It seems to be a sort of grave
race (or religion). The college has profited from contacts with much, especially the traditional of one devoted follower.
That stops the line ahead of time.
those Negroes and foreign students who have elected to come "Bates hello." It makes her feel Raises Plants
here and many have become campus leaders.
"as if I'd known these people
Mrs. Lewis has a green thumb.
J. M. L.
However the willingness of the college to admit those who
apply is not enough. An attempt should be made by admission officers to reach more students of minority groups and to
The Bates Student
travel is heavy and the highway
encourage their applications for admission to Bates. And once
Seen back on campus: Ted Bates College
fatality list grows.
those persons arrive on the campus it is the responsibility of
Mills, Bob Lucas, Clara Brichze, Lewiston, Maine
all — students and faculty alike — to make them equal and
Spend Jan. 1 At Home
Helen Milam, Charlotte Miller.
welcome members of the college community.
Dear Editor:
I sincerely hope that the Bates
Watch out, refll New line
The editorial by H.C.K. in the students will be allowed to
issue for October 2 deals with a spend January 1, 1958, in their
coming in to play. Line
problem of concern to parents as home towns instead of on the
forms to the right for signwell as students and faculty. It crowded unsafe highways. Many
ing in.
is a well written column and I students, because of the location
Why do movie projectors have hope that it may have some in- of their homes, must travel to
EDITORIAL STAFF
to break down at the most ex- fluence on the Administration's and from college in automobiles
actions in the near future.
as no public transportation is
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
citing scene in the movies? It
available.
Irene Frye *58
Cut
Thanksgiving
won't shock us.
This means that not only stuMANAGING EDITOR
SENIOR ASSOCIATE EDITOR
May I, as a mother who values dents and faculty must be on the
Catherine Jarvis '58
Anne Ridley '58
Which of those apple-pickher daughter's life, use this highway on January 1 as the
ASSOCIATE EDITORS Christopher Ives' 58, Howard Kunreuther '59
ing — sore throated senior
means to express approval of school calendar now reads, but
NEWS EDITORS
Louis Brown '59, Philip Gushee 'oO
girls ploughed to the lop of
the various solutions of the many friends and relatives also
Michael Powers '59, Dorothy Sibley '59
Baldface and didn't meet
Christmas vacation problem as who are providing transportaFEATURE EDITOR
Margaret Montgomery '59
outlined in this editorial. It tion.
any interesting climbers like
ASSOCIATE FEATURE EDITOR
James Parham *59
seems
that the best solution
the
one
on
Ml.
Washington
—
SPORTS EDITOR ..._
_
Edwin Gilson *58
Reach Bates Safely
might be the elimination of the
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITORS
"Jodith," of courih.
I am sure that students and
Thanksgiving weekend holiday.
Norman Clarke '59, Richard Paveglio *60
parents will agree that they are
Is
that
"Declaration
of
IndeIn
former
years
Bates
students
EXCHANGE EDITOR
Barbara Madsen '58
had only the one day free at willing to forego the pleasure of
MAKE-UP EDITOR
Marcia Bauch '59 pendence" working out, members
spending Thanksgiving Day to-.
Thanksgiving.
of
the
Horrid
Herd,
or
have
you
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS
Marie Blunda '59, Judith Perley '58
gether if they can in that way
been forced to pay yet?
BUSINESS MANAGER
Fred Greenman '58
If this custom could be re- guarantee that Bates College stuSuggestion for C.A.: BorADVERTISING MANAGER
Walter Neff '59
vived, it would be a financial dents will not be required to
CIRCULATION MANAGERS Elaine Hanson '60, Elizabeth Morse '60
row hotplates and open up a
saving to'the students who now travel back to college on New
have
to travel a considerable Year's Day, possibly never
Faculty Consultant — Dr. John C. Donovan
popcorn concession at your
distance in order to spend a reaching their destination.
movies.
Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during: the college year. Tel.
couple of days at home. It also
Let's keep our students alive.
4-8621 (Sundays only). Printed at the Auburn Free Press, 99 Main Street,
One sure cure for the flu, and would keep the students off the
Auburn. Entered as second-class matter at the Lewlston Post Office Jan. 80,
Signed,
1013, under the act of Mar. 3,1879. A member of the Associated Collegiate Press. that's a brew.
road on two more days when
A Mother
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Ivy Leaves

Library Display Catches
Unusual Spirit Of Artist

Asiatic Flu Snatches First
SpotAsLatestCollegeFad

By Troll
Here we are again, all at one
time which is somewhat surprising in itself. We have just finPerhaps many of you have Requires Menial Observation
ished another week at dear old
"A true appreciation of modnoticed the current display in
By Barb Madsen
men have been asked not to date Bates, somehow managing to
ern
art will then justly stem
The latest that's sweeping Mt. Holyoke students." (Perhaps survive what is unaffectionately the library and have wanted to
across campuses these days is not they're afraid of spreading the known as "boozeless Sunday," know more about it. By the from a knowledge of these forces
vowing that next time we really courtesy of Tony Lovejoy, class and their relationships with
the Ivy League look, but rather, disease by word of mouth?)
Fortunately (for Mt. Holyoke will stock up for Sunday.
the Asiatic flu. And the mark of
of 1958, we have the opportunity each." For more information one
This is, of course, futility exdistinction is not the tweed jac- anyway), "all's well on the Westo enjoy the result of his sum- might note the books and poem
leyan front," as the following ceeded only by the educational
ket, but a box of cough drops!
in the small case in the library.
mer's work.
Nevertheless Asian, - Asiatic, - editorial from the Wesleyan Ar- processes to which we submit
Although this is Tony's first
ourselves in hope of being able
Tony speaks of it as a study of
Australian, - or anything-else- gus will prove:
attempt
at this type of art, he
to
earn
more
nasty
old
money.
the relationship of form to space
you-prefer-to-call-it flu seems to Compares With Poe
has thought in terms of art for
Our
experience
tells
us
that
if
be the words on everyone's lips
in which he tried to transcend many years. Each object was the
"Anyone who has read Edgar
and the cause of everyone's ill. Alan Poe's The Masque of the we try to stock up for Sunday, the art of the craftsman by addresult of approximately three
In fact, every common cold, j Red Death might be whimsical we merely succeed in staying up ing a certain amount of creatividays work and years of mental
later
on
Saturday
night.
cough and countless other con-j enough to draw an analogy beobservation.
Horns
Top
Standard
ty.
Believing
that
everybody
tagious things are blamed on this tween it and Wesleyan's current
In our recent reading we found shares creativity, he feels that Uses Many Materials
new epidemic.
relationship with the Asiatic flu that in 1243 A. D. the Mongols
It is interesting to note the
epidemic. In one respect at least, overran much of Europe, defeat- only certain people can manifest
Headlines Tell Story
materials used which are nylon
their
creativity
in
a
visual
manwe
up
on
the
hill
seem
to
be
like
As a result, hypochondriacs
ing every army sent against
fishing line, aluminum and brass
(those who never leave well those couriers of Prince Pros- them. Instead of a pennant, their ner.
wire, copper screening, sheet
pero.
enough alone) and others (who
battle flag was a tall standard Aids Understanding
copper, black walnut, driftwood,
A
thousand
of
them
whipped
are well enough to leave alone)
topped with horns.
Questioned about the meaning paint and melted glass. The
into
a
remotely
located
abbey,
seem to belong to the "sore-armAfter observing the co-educaintending to flee the "Red tional life on campus we are re- of the different names in the dis- enamels are made of glass in two
and-after-affects-club."
play, Tony commented that they forms, powder and chips which
But, since "misery loves com- Death," a rather speedy form of minded of one fitting question:
mean nothing. He had intended were melted at 1500° F. He used
plague
which
could
do
its
playpany," the following headlines
Are all those who follow a to give these objects abstract as many as eight aprjlications of
ful
little
trick
in
less
than
thirty
from other college papers may
horned standard necessarily Mon- numbers but gave them names the enamel.
prove comforting to Bates stu- minutes.
gols? We must admit that some so that the viewers might be
Several of these works will apdents. "Asiatic Flu shots required Prince Provides Pleasure
of them do seem mongoloid, but able to associate the objects
pear
in an art show this Spring.
for all Wesleyan students." At
And likewise, happily enough, that's another story.
with fairly familiar symbols.
If you have not yet looked at
Albright, "Health Group Discuss- a thousand of us are fortunate in Mail Boxes Overflow
However, he feels that a true this display, it is advisable that
es Flu." "Asiatic Flu Attacks remaining unaffected by an epiClasses remain much the same
understanding
of his work can you take advantage of the opWilliam, Amherst." "Flu Shots demic from without. (To the and letter writing continues in
Unlikely for UConn Students" south of us, 200,000 suspected flu many of them. We suspect the only stem from a knowledge of portunity while it is still in the
A certain library.
<I guess these students are cases have been reported in reason for choosing to write let- form and space.
amount
of
this
can
be gained
"huskier").
New York City, and at least six ters in class is that one can apfrom
books,
but
a
large
portion
pear
engrossed
in
note-taking,
states have been declared epi
Profs Suffer, Too
whereas some other activity, say, of it must be developed within
demic
areas.)
Instead, their prescription is to
(Continued from page one)
Returning to Poe's story, we shooting craps, might be discon- one's self through an innate
"relax and take it easy" as the
each
year, only 120,000 can be
knowledge
of
something
called
certing to the lecturer.
flu is "very common." The Daily note that — for those thousand
accepted because of limited faart.
Speaking
of
letter
writing,
we
Campus goes on to say that in courtiers incarcerated within the see freshman girls collecting
cilities. Once they are accepted,
Combine Different Ways
"reality the Asian flu is a dif- monastic corridors, ' ... it was
the extreme poverty of a large
packets of letters from their mail
In reply to a question on his | percentage of students obliges
ferent name for the ordinary flu. folly to grieve or to think. The
boxes.
This
is
very
enviable,
but
Prince had provided all the apviews about modern art, Tony them to live on the barest ot
You'll be miserable for days
pliances of pleasure. There were those who boast of receiving six answered, "There has been a
but in the long run there will be
necessities.
buffoons, there were entertain- letters a day from one guy, de- general misunderstanding of
no dire consequences." In other
Once again the goal for the
ers, there were ballet-dancers, serve the comment which we modern art. 1 am not able to rewords, just suffer through it all
drive
is $1,500. Pledges will be
there were musicians, there was heard dutifully delivered: "Any- veal it in its* entirety, but I
and you'll probably be back to
one who writes six letters a day would like to pass on a certain made in the period between OcBeauty, there was wine.'
classes in time to find your protober 18 and November 8.
to one girl must be so stupid it's amount of insight.
fessor returning to class — after Look To Health Officers
Show Good Will
a wonder they could teach him
suffering from the same thing!
We bemoan the fact that, here to write."
"Merely because modern man
Payment will not be expected,
at Wesleyan, reality fails to re- Expects Coffee
cannot associate modern symbols however, until a later date.
Mt. Holyoke Takes Care
flect art, in this second respect.
The subject of freshman girls of realism and naturalism to this There will be no pressure on
All is not so well at Williams,
Therefore, we earnestly look to- reminds us — Advise of the week new art does not mean that it is students to pay immediately afhowever, as there has been reward our Health Officers to for freshman girls: If you're not art. Art is made up of many ter they have made their
ported one hundred cases of flu
swiftly provide for this grieving, asked if you'd like to go for a stimulating forces, and the mod- pledges. The important thing is
"presumably of the Asiatic variethinking thousand, a similar kind drink, and you reply "It will ern artist has merely combined to pledge and thus to show
ty." As if this isn't bad enough,
of colossal bacchanal, an elegant have to be a quick one," don't ex- a different number of them in a good will towards fellow stubecause of the danger "Williams
binge which will contemporize pect coffee, as one of your class- different way.
dents.
the merry sessions of Prince mates did.
See Our
Prospero and his host of happy,
Another weekly special — Ruelucky people. We assume that ful observation of the week: Ice
BEAUTIFUL SILVER
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
by Dick Bibler
participation would be manda- cubes are fine in drinks, but they
AND CHINA SELECTIONS tory and admission free."
don't make very entertaining
Meanwhile (back in the infirm- dates.
ary) those interested (cough, Snow Will Come
cough) in more details of this
It seems that the freshman
(cough) latest (cough) fad are girls have been warned too much
advised to see the past issue about boys with lines; they look
JEWELER *
(cough, cough) of the US News for them where they don't even
and World Report.
exist. Weather forecast for fresh"At ease, disease" (cough, man girls: Don't expect snow too
cough, cough).
83 Lisbon Street
Lewiston
early this year. We really
wouldn't kid you.
All this fatherly advice to
\
freshman girls has thoroughly
exhausted us, so until the spirits
move us again, we shall retire
under the bridge in search of
Omar's paradise.

WUS Drive

The
GLENWOOD
BAKERY
Pleases
Particular
Patrons

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

We specialize in Birthdays,
Weddinqs and Special
Occasions
10 PARK ST.
Dial 2-2551
Right Off Main Street
2 MINOT AVE.
AUBURN
Dial 3-0919

Modern Cleaners
Steckino & Sons
49 Main St.
Lewiston
Dial 2-8651

Campus Agents
WAYNE KANE
BILL HEIDEL
'ANDTHE SEC0NDTHIN6 YOU SHOULD LEARN TO DO 6TOTAKF CRITICISM
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Worcester Tech GainsRevenge 23-13
Garnet Booters Upset Gorham;
Defense Shines In 1-0 Victory
Trying to gain recognition on well, and the defense sparked by phael, and Dennis Skiotis from
the Bates campus as an intercol- new goalie Art Agnos, and full- Greece. The strength of the
legiate sport, the soccer team has backs Bud Grentzenburg and freshmen and sophomores indi-

By Ed Gilson
The spirit on the ol' campus seemed to sink to its lowest in played two matches and are now Jeff Mines, was impregnable cates great promise for the futhree weeks last weekend. Whether it's the blues, flus, or prepping to meet their two hard- against the heavy Gorham for- ture.
brews, something must've been the cause of such spirit.
est opponents — Bowdoin and ward line. Ralph Bixler scored
In the goal, we have Art
The outcome of the game could almost have been foreseen Colby in the immediate future.
the only goal at 10:48 of the sec- Agnos, and Bob Yap from Indoin the spirit of Friday night's rally. There was no spirit in
Call them what you may, the ond period to provide the differ- nesia, both sophomores, with
that rally, nor was there good "Den action" afterwards.
"Bates informals," the soccer ence. The game was particularly junior Bud Baxter capable of
Saturday's Garcelon Field crowd was very poor. The stands club, etc., the squad under the rough, with substitute goalie, filling in.
were quiet and the action on the gridiron was extremely tutelage of Coach Dowling, has Bob Yap, taken to the hospital
A strong point in the Bates
sluggish. Even when we led Worcester Tech at the half no blossomed from a small nucleus for treatment. This victory was lineup, we find sophomores Bud
of experienced players, with only particularly sweet, as Gorham had Gretzenburg, Bill Mees, and
one seemed to care too much.
I guess it was just one of those weekends. With the attitude one with previous experience on downed both Colby and He- Jeff Mines; frosh Dick Yerg, and
of the Bates fans last week, it is unfair to blame the Garnet a college level, into one of the bron, 4-1.
Ailing at the fullback position.
top squads in the State of Maine. Bowdoin, Colby Next
eleven for losing.
At halfback, junior Chip LeonThe club is now preparing to ard, and sophomores Joe "the
Whatever was wrong last week it should never happen Booters Even Record
The soccer club now boasts a meet two rivals, Bowdoin and Head" Corn and Claude Leocard,
again. The team has had bad luck as far as injuries go, and
1-1
record, after dropping their Colby, with the possible addition a student from France, are backit is up to us to back them to the hilt. This is the time the
opener
to Hebron Academy's of other games, under the capa- ed up gy Charlie Meshako, RaBobcats need support — when they start to lose.
Only a year ago Bates had an identical 1-2 record. The only booters 2-0, and defeating the ble coaching of Professor Dow- phael, Marc Swartz, and freshdifference was that we had just walloped a good Worcester Gorham State Teachers, 1-0. In ling. The squad shows more men Brooke Naylor and John
Tech team. From that point on we rolled to the State Cham- the initial contest, the Bobcats promise as those players with Adams.
were the victims of poor passing, little previous soccer experience,
pionships.
Scoring Punch
This year we play only Maine at home. We play Bowdoin and inaccurate shooting, due to are gaining that valuable game
The scoring punch of a soccer
only
five
days'
practice,
and
the
experience.
Baring
any
more
inat their Homecoming and then we travel to Waterville to
team,
the forwards, are capably
young Hebron team scored twice, juries, the squad should finish
meet a real tough Colby eleven.
led
by
Ralph Bixler and Ed
The crowd and spirit at our Homecoming should be at its once in the last three seconds, to the season with a record strong Stiles, both sophomores; Clark
defeat
Bates
2-0.
on
the
winning
side
of
the
ledger.
optimum. However the Bobcats will need a good home crowd
The second game, however,
The squad includes the follow- Whelton and Baxter, juniors;
down at Bowdoin where the Polar Bears will be extra tough.
was a different story — the for- ing members, with the only sen- freshmen Jack Lebert and Dick
The team will need good backing at Colby also.
Kelting; plus Skiotis. Backing up
Because of bad luck we need not breed bad spirit. The Bob- ward line both passed and shot iors being Pete Ailing, Bob Ra- these linemen are Fred Autwartcats are defending State Champs and deserve the best of
er, Fred Turner, Dick Larson,
backing. I assume there will will be a rally or a send-off beand Skip Marden, all sophofore the team leaves for Middlebury. Let's not crump — make j
mores, and freshman Bill Wheelthis coming rally and every rally really good. It is our duty |
er and Howie Richards.
to meet the team more than halfway now.
Sophomore Bob Solomon is
Players like Wayne Kane, John Liljestrand, Jim Kirsch,
doing an excellent job as manThe Middlebury College Panth- The Panthers have their "doublePete Jodaitis, George Dresser, Bill Heidel, and the rest don't
ager of the new team.
go on the held to lose. The crowd shouldn't sit in the stands ers will be out to get back on the A" offense of Atkinson and Don Support Needed
with an apathetic attitude. Let's show these men the best of winning way when they tangle Aldrich, a fair passer and signal
The squad is now well-attired
with the Bobcats this Saturday at caller in top shape for the meetsupport starting now!
in
uniforms, the best that could
Middlebury, Vermont. After win- ing.
* * *

Middlebury Looms Next;
Panthers Much Improved

It was good to see Professor Dowling's charges shut out tough
Gorham State 1-0, last week. The soccer team seemed to prove
itself as a real competitive outfit. Gorham had previously defeated Hebron 4-1, the same Hebron club that handed Bates
a 2-0 loss in our opening game.
Goalie Art Agnos, Ralph Bixler, Chip Leonard, Dennis
Skiotis and Ed Stiles all performed well for the Garnet. With
this fine showing the Bowdoin and Colby contests shape up
as close, rugged soccer matches.
* * *
Last week the Athletic Department initiated its first Dad's
Day affair. This included having the Dad's eating at the pregame training table, then going out and sitting on the bench
to watch the game.
Some fifteen fathers showed up for this occasion and in the
future more will undoubtedly attend.
This kind of public relations on the part of the college is
most welcome indeed and is a pleasant addition to the football season to go along with Homecoming Day.
* * *
This year the sports section is giving coverage to the other
Maine colleges so as to give the STUDENT a broader range
of sports news.
In this way we can follow not only the battling Bobcats
but Bowdoin, Colby and Maine as well. When the State Series
comes around eveiy sports fan on the campus will know how
the Garnet and other teams shape up.
It is the duty of this section to give you the best of coverage in sports. We hope you like this idea and the sports editors
always appreciate any suggestions on improving our section.
The sports staff takes pride in its work and is constantly
striving to be the best in every way.

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

IVY LEAGUE
SPORT & DRESS SHIRTS
also
NEW FALL SLACKS

BIOLOGICALS

10% Student Discount

Main St. at Bale* Si.

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S SHOP

Tel. 3-0031

13S Lisbon St.

Tel. 4-4141

be expected from a non-varsity
ning in their first two games
Defensively, the Panthers have
(Wesleyan and Worcester Tech), gotten good results from their sport, and the playing field is
Middlebury bowed before power- sophomores. In the line, end Bill kept in good condition by the
athletic
department
grounds
ful Williams last week.
French and Tom Cornick, a tac- crew. However, if soccer is to
The Garnet will seek to start a kle, have given Coach Duke Nel- become a fullfledged intercollegiwinning streak of their own in son something to smile about. ate sport here, the support is
Dave
Barenborg needed of the Bates student body
their first away contest of the Meanwhile,
campaign as they aim at re- turned in a couple of creditable at games.
bounding from a couple of shaky performances in the backfield.
Soccer is an unique game to
performances against Tufts and Hatch Hopeful
the American sports fan, for it
Worcester Tech.
Bobcat mentor Bob Hatch, combines accuracy, speed, endurThis will be a Bates team that from all appearances, should ance, and often brute power. It is
has yet to taste defeat at the have his squad back in almost an excellent spectator sport, as
hands of the Panthers. Since 1954 top shape, accounting for in- there are few halts in the play.
Bates has played to a 7-7 tie, juries, and we should be in for a So on the next game day, be sure
and scored wins of 12-7 and 28-0 hot game with the Garnet re- to drop by the soccer field and
bounding with plenty of fire and watch Coach Dowling's charges
during the past two years.
moving
to to an even record for tackle the Mules and the BowPanthers Appear Good
the State Series.
doin Bears. Anything can happen.
The Panthers appear to be
having one of their better seasons in recent years. After lookLEWISTON SHOE CLINIC
ing good all the way around in
QUICK DEPENDABLE SERVICE
trimming Wesleyan, 28-0, they
We're Ready To Serve Bates Students
continued on their winning way
25 Sabattus Street
Lewiston
with a squeaky 7-3 win over
Worcester. Like the Tufts-Bates
game, Middlebury ran into two
many guns again the Williams
Ephmen.
The Garnet will be pointing at
this week's tilt to snap them back
into top form for the coming
— Features —
State Series. As has been the
case all season, they will be hampered pnee more with injuries.
Tackle John Liljestrand will be
Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
a doubtful starter, having reinjured his knee in the Worcester
To Eat Here and to Take Out
contest
Telephone 2-0701
Middlebury will be counting
on the running of their sophoCorner Horlon and Sabattus Streets
more fullback, Dick Atkinson,
for their offensive spark. The
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE
205-pound back scored three
times against Wesleyan and has
also shown up well on defense.

Luiggi's Pizzeria
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Bobcats Drop Second Straight Game
Amherst Sinks Bowdoin;
Runs Wild In 58-14 Win
Unbeaten Amherst, amassing
561 yards in total offense en
route, crushed the overmatched
Bowdoin Polar Bears 58-14 at
Amherst last Saturday.
Lord Jeffs RoU
Sophomore
halfback
Terry
Farina scored three touchdowns
and Capt. Tom Gorman passed
for three more as the Lord Jeffs
moved with equal ease on the
ground and through the air. They
picked up three tallies in both
the first and third periods, two
in the second, and one in the
closing frame. The home team
banged out 428 yards on the
ground and added 133 in the air
on six completed passes as they
garnered 34 first downs to Bowdoin's eight. The Polar Bears
were held to only 139 yards via
rushing and 63 via the airlanes.
Bowdoin Scores
Coach Adam Walsh's charges
managed to crack the Lord Jeff
defense only twice during the

By Dick Paveglio
Bates unpredictable Bobcats saw their usually dependable offense crumble in the second half as the Engineers from Worcester Tech passed their way to a 23-13 victory at
Garcelon Field last Saturday.

John Makowsky provided the thrill of the day as he look a third period kickoff and galloped
99 yards to paydirt. However, all was in van* as the running of speedy little Don
nightmarish afternoon. A second
period 45-yard end sweep by Ferrari and the pinpoint passing of Fred Duval kept the Garnet defenders off balance
throughout most of the game.
right halfback Bob Kennedy accounted for the first TD and an
Bates was not without its *their respective clubs, and each in favor of W.P.I, that Makow11-yard aerial from quarterback share of heroes, however, as reeled off several good gains.
sky took the kickoff on his own
Brud Stover to end Phil Very in Makowsky, Wayne Kane, Bill
The first break of the game one, picked up a block from Muthe closing minutes provided the Heidel and George Dresser all came late in the first quarter ello and scampered up the left
played excellent games.
other.
when Tom Maloney intercepted sideline to the W.P.I. 30. He
Kane Looks Good
a Bill Heidel pass intended for picked up two more blockers,
Brown Top Lineman
Kane was brilliantly playing Jim Wylie on the 'Cat 35 yard cut sharply to the right and
With tackle Preston Brown
scored standing up. The try for
consistently ripping holes in the his first game at fullback as he line.
Little Don Ferrari then picked the point was wide.
Bowdoin line, the Amherst ball carried the ball ten times, good
carriers had little trouble reaching paydirt. Reserve back Farina
turnd in jaunts of 10, 30 and 12
yards as the Lord Jeffs had a 32-7
advantage at intermission time.
Gorman hurled
touchdown
strikes to Pete Jenkins for 19
yards, to Dave Stephens for 58,
and wingman Jim Sabin for
16. Lou Greer on a nifty 33-yard
return of an intercepted pass,
Bob Leach on a 10-yard run, and
Bob Weiser on a five-yard buck
registered the other Lord Jeff
tallies.

to give
wisely
There is no finer way to show your lasting
appreciation to your Alma Mater than by
making a gift either outright or in trust. In
these complex times, however, it is important that the gift be made in a manner that
will be most beneficial not only to your college, but to your family and business as well.
Our experienced Trust Department will
be glad to work with you and your attorney
on the financial and trust aspects of an educational gift that will serve as your personal
memorial in the years ahead. Write or telephone for an appointment now.
We'll be glad to send you a copy of "Facts
Everyone Should Know About Charitable Giving," which you may find valuable at this time.
Simply drop us a card today.

Hard hitting Co-Captain and fullback Wayne Kane (26) drives for first down in the second
half of last week's action against W.P.I.
for forty yards, and scored the
'Cats' first touchdown from three
yards out.
Heidel proved himself a real
field general as he quarterbacked
his team brilliantly whenever he
was in the game.
Dresser was one of several
linemen who did a fine job attempting to bottle up Tech's fine
offense. Dick Ellis, John Liljestrand, Jim Kirsch, and Jim
Geanakos are others worthy of
mention.
First Quarter Close
The first quarter found both
squads playing a defensive game.
Wayne Rowe and Don Farrari
did most of the ball toting for

Good Luck . . .
TO THE
GARNET
ON THEIR FIRST TRIP
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up two quick first downs for the
Engineers and the ball rested on
the Garnet eight yard line as the
quarter ended.
As the second quarter opened
the Garnet defense stiffened and
stopped Tech cold on three
straight rushes. Ronnie Pokrara
then kicked a sixteen yard field
goal at 2:35 and W.P.I, led 3-0.
At this point the breaks began
to even up as Kane's punt rolled
dead on the Tech two yard line.
The Engineers punted to their
own twenty-five and the Garnet
got to the nine before being
halted.
The 'Cat defense dug in again
and Tech punted from their end
zone to their thirty-five yard line.
Makowsky ran the punt to the
twenty-one and the 'Cats began
their touchdown march.
Heidel Sets Up Score
The most remarkable run of
this march was when Heidel recovered his own fumble on the
thirteen and bulled up the middle to the three before being
stopped. Kane crashed over right
tackle at 12:30 and Flynn kicked
the point to make it 7-3 at the
half.
The second half was all Worcester Tech as Fred Duval unlimbered his good right arm and
found four straight receivers in
the clear downfield. With the
ball on the
one,
Pokrara
plunged through right guard for
the score.
Tech used passes again to
score their second touchdown on
a drive that started from the
Bates forty-seven. Joe Bronzino
finally banged through center
for the tally at 7:25.
It was here with the score 10-7

W.P.I, pushed across another
touchdown at 7:30 of the final
quarter aided by a nifty bootleg
play by quarterback Duval.
Bates could do nothing for the
remainder of the game and the
final sad score read W.P.I. 23,
Bates 13.
Injuries to Liljestrand and Ellis marred the already sad proceedings. However, next week
provides us another chance as
Bates travels to Middlebury.
The score:
Worcester Tech (23)
(13) Bates
Rees, le
le, Kirsch
Staples, It
It, Hubbard
Mahoney, lg
lg, Geanakos
c, Dresser
Sledzik, c
Czertak, rg
rg, Hayes
Graveline, rt
rt, Liljestrand
Ryan, re
re, Hohenthal
qb, Vail
Duval, qb
Ferrari, lhb
lhb, Muello
Kieltyka, rhb
rhb, Makowsky
Bronzino, fb
fb, Kane
Worcester Tech
0 0 13 7—23
Bates
0 7 6 0—13
Substitutions: Worcester Tech
— Pokrara, Norman, Bullock,
Tufts, Dunn, Yule.
Bates — Parker, Kerrignan,
Heidel, Flynn, Ellis, Wylie, Jodaitis, DeSantis, Block.
Touchdowns: Kane, Makowsky, Pokrara, Bronzino.
Points
After
Touchdowns:
Flynn (placement), Pokrara 2
(placements).
Field Goal: Pokrara.
Referee:
Brennan.
Umpire:
Hill. Head Linesman: Bane. Field
Judge: Walsh. Time: 4—15s.
First Downs
Fumbles lost
Yards penalized
Punts attempted
Punting average
Passes attempted
Passes completed
Passes intercepted
Net gain passing
Net gain rushing

Bates
9
1
40
5
35
11
3
2
62
115

W.T.
12
0
40
7
31
10
6
0
127
146
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New York Lists Positions
Through Guidance Office
The office of Guidance and
Placement announces that there
are positions open as employment interviewer and unemployment insurance claims examiner
in the New York State Department of Civil Service. Both positions exist in the Division of Employment.
All appointees to these posi-

tions will be required to complete successfully a one-year inservice training period. Applications for both positions will be
accepted continuously.
Announce Examination Dale
An examination for persons
with college training or experience in accounting will be given
November 23 by the New York
State Department of Civil Service.
Atlantic Monthly
Applications will be accepted
(Continued from page one)
up to November 1. Further inthey "show an exceptional, and
formation may be obtained at
in many cases, a brilliant writthe Guidance Office.
ing technique. In most cases the
material is carefully developed, grimage," a critical study of
and the scholarly insight on all Henry Adams' book "Mont St.
literary subjects illuminates the Michel and Chartres."
meaning of the material."
Four years ago Warren CarBates has been well represent- roll, '53, won first prize for his
ed in past Atlantic writing con- essay, "Thucydides and the Rise
tests. In 1955 Patricia Francis of Athenian Democracy." In 1945
won a Bread Loaf School of Doris Williams placed first in the
English scholarship in the con- Atlantic contest; Charles Plotkin
test for her essay "Belated Pil- achieved the same honor in 1949.

Stu-G Discusses
Sickness Present
OnBatesCampus
At its weekly meeting last
Wednesday evening, Stu-G discussed the present sickness on
campus. It was made clear that
the Administration was not planning to close the college in the
immediate future. Other factors
besides the presence of 30 or 40
more cases of the disease would
necessitate such action.
The infirmary would greatly
appreciate the assistance of students who have received flu injections, as there is much work
to be done there.
Alma Mater Ends Rallies
In the future all rallies will
end with the playing of the
Alma Mater following which the
freshmen will have ten minutes
to coeducate.
Students are reminded that the
town room in Hathorn Hall is
open only to girls and is not to
be used by couples.

Conference Searches For
Stands On World Problems
of integration in the South.
The conference is particularly
directed towards young adults
from the ages of 17-30. The fee
for the conference is $5.50, which
includes two nights' lodging,
meals, and registration.
Additional information may be
obtained by writing S. KlinteList Aims
The aim of the Fellowship is gerg, 6 Chestnut St., Boston 8,
to achieve a creative approach to Mass.
a world in crisis. At this particular conference the delegates will
attempt to search for a personal
stand on the issues of war, race,
ROBINSON PLAYERS
disarmament, pacifism, foreign
The first meeting of Robinson
policy, and social revolution.
Among the scheduled speakers Players will be held at 7 p. m.
will be AndrS Trocme, who was Tuesday in the Little Theater.
a peace wager in Algeria; Law- All students interested in any
rence Fuchs, professor at Bran- phase of the theater are invited.
The program includes a cut
deis University and a news commentator; and Robert Gussner, from the first play of last year,
regional secretary of the Fel- "The Lute Song," in which varilowship. Last April Gussner ous departments will be represpoke in Chapel on the problem sented.
An announcement has been
received by the CA concerning
the forthcoming conference of
the New England Fellowship of
Reconciliation. The conference
will be held on October 18-20 at
the Farrington Memorial, Inc., in
Lincoln, Mass.

Live Modern! Here's News...

US. Patent Awarded To
The
Miracle Tip

&«6 eUtte*

Present Farce
An original mystery farce
written by John Lovejoy will be
presented. Included in the cast
are Patricia Richmond, Kenneth
Parker, Norman Jason, and
Charles Dings.
President Ronald Walden will
speak to the group about freshman requirements and opportunities in Robinson Players.
BARRISTERS
Freshmen and upperclassmen
interested in careers in law are
invited to attend a meeting of the
Bates Barristers at 7 p. m. Sunday in Roger Williams Conference Room.

Debate Teams
(Continued from page two)
the Bates Scholastic Debating
League is sponsoring an exhibition debate between Bates and
the University of New Hampshire.
They will debate on the high
school subject, Resolved: that
United States economic aid to
foreign countries should be limited to technical assistance and
disaster relief.
Quimby Speaks
Mary-Ellen Crook and Julian
Freedman will represent Bates
on the negative team, with the
University of New Hampshire
upholding the affirmative. This
exhibition is part of a debate
clinic and discussion contest for
high schools.
Other Bates students will lead
discussions with high school students, and Prof. Brooks Quimby
will outline procedures on how
to debate and how to take part
in discussions.

YOU get with each L&M cigarette
the full exciting flavor of the
Southland's finest tobaccos.

Your assurance of
the Southland's finest tobaccos
Every package of L&M's ever
manufactured has carried this
promise: "A blend of premium
quality tobaccos including special
aromatic types."

YOU get the patented Miracle Tip
... pure white inside, pure white
outside as a filter should be for
cleaner, better smoking. The patent on the Miracle Tip protects
L&M's exclusive filtering process.
L&M smokes cleaner, draws
easier, tastes richer.

BUY'EM BY THE BOX OR PACK
Crush-Proof Box (Costs no more)
Handy Packs (King and Reg.)

Live Modern...Smoke L'M!
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Debate Maine Colleges
Two varsity teams have been
selected to attend a practice
tournament of the Maine colleges
to be held at Bowdoin November 14. They will debate the national collegiate topic, Resolved:
that the requirement of membership in a labor organization
as a condition of employment
should be illegal.
Speaking for the affirmative
will be Richard Dole, King
Cheek, Mary-Ellen Crook, and
John Lawton, while Joanne
Trogler, David Danielson, Everett Ladd, and Willard Martin
will take the negative position.

